
Quick Install Guide

Connect your BinTalk sensor
Take your sensor out of the box and open
the BarnTalk app. If you don't see the
BinTalk sensor listed under your Gateway,
tap the gear icon and choose “Add Sensor”.

Clip your sensor to the bin collar
Attach the sensor straight up and down near
the lid‘s hinges. Use the two self-tapping
screws to secure it tightly. 

If BinTalk is connected to your Gateway, 'L1'
light will flash green after 10-15 seconds. 

If ‘L2’ flashes red, contact Support at 
515-272-5122.

Enter your BinTalk settings
Next, follow the prompts in the app to fill
out your bin details. We’ll walk you
through the rest with a few easy steps!

NOTE: BinTalk wakes within 6 hrs. of installing.
For a faster reading within 1 hr, open the solar
panel cover and press the pairing button. 
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Just 2 More Steps



Secure the solar panel. 
Route the connecting cord outside the bin and attach
the solar panel on the side that receives the most
sunlight. The solar panel's magnets will hold it in place.
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Secure the solar panel
Attach the magnetic solar panel on
the side with the most sunlight. 

Route the cord outside the bin to
prevent it from getting pinched.

Label your bin
Use a permanent marker to label the bin
number and serial number. Stick it onto
your bin, and you’re all set!
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For more in-depth info on BinTalk, scan the QR code
to access videos and a detailed support article. 

Scan with 
Phone Camera

Place solar
panel with the
cord at the
bottom.


